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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
China’s economic progress is slowing. A rapidly ageing population means
its demographics are becoming increasingly unfavourable, and China has
reached the limits of its traditional reliance on investment and exports to
fuel rapid economic growth. The key question is what comes next.
Continuing with the same approach risks a further decline in the pace of
growth. This would create major difficulties for its highly leveraged
economy, disappoint the growth expectations of its populace, and add to
the internal and external economic risks that are already evident. Deep
reforms will be required just to sustain a trajectory of 5–6 per cent growth
over the coming decade.
Beijing’s current policy strategy, with its focus on domestic innovation and
protecting the privileged status of state-owned enterprises, is unlikely to
prove sufficient. Nor will an overly narrow focus on resolving the current
trade disputes with the United States. A better approach for China is to
emulate the strategy behind the successful economic transitions of Japan
and Korea – shifting its focus towards the economy-wide absorption of
mature technology, fostering private competition, and exposing China’s
state-owned enterprises to efficiency targets. To sustain a conducive
international environment, bold public steps to shore up the global trade
and investment system will also be critical.
None of this will be easy, since it will require the deft handling of a new set
of winners and losers compared with the status quo. Nonetheless, the
reforms required to sustain a strong growth path over the coming decades
are all firmly within China’s grasp and not reliant on the actions of other
countries.
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INTRODUCTION
China’s economic progress has been remarkable. Annual growth has
averaged close to 10 per cent for forty years, and the level of output now
exceeds $US16,000 per person.1 At the same time, life expectancy and
literacy rates have increased sharply, the number of people living in abject
poverty has fallen by more than 800 million, and millions of households
have moved into relative affluence.2 China’s impact on the world economy
has also been substantial, with China now the largest trading partner for
almost 60 countries, including Australia.3 Yet with millions of households
still living well below a middle-class lifestyle, further rapid growth will be
needed to lift average living standards towards those in advanced
economies over the coming decades.
However, continued economic progress is not preordained, especially for
emerging economies. Each successive growth phase in the transition from
low to high income levels requires a new approach and the deft handling of
complex and evolving social and political challenges. China is again at such
a point. The sources of growth that China has historically relied on —
favourable demographics, a reallocation of labour from inefficient industries
towards more productive activities, high rates of investment and rising exports
— are no longer likely to deliver the rapid economic returns that will be
necessary to continue to drive incomes substantially higher. If China were to
nonetheless stick with its current growth approach, while the economy would
continue to expand this expansion would involve increased risks from a
marked reset in local expectations on the pace of per capita income advances,
and a likely worsening in China’s internal and external economic imbalances.
But China has better options. In essence, the country is confronting a
challenge faced before by all fast-growing economies, with varying levels
of success. The early stages of economic development tend to rely on a
centrally-driven approach, structured around high rates of investment and
an outward-oriented focus. However, while riding that success,
governments need to set in place the policies and institutional structures
that will underpin the next growth phase, which is typically more focused
on driving innovation, adaptation and efficiency. The experience of other
countries suggests that while this transition is hard to achieve, the growth
rewards from meeting this challenge are large.
Against this background, this Analysis examines the outlook for China’s
growth path over the coming decade. It addresses four core questions:
where China’s growth prospects stand today, what pace might be feasible
in the future, whether the policy steps taken by the authorities to date are
sufficient to deliver a favourable growth outcome, and what other efforts will
be needed to sustain its rapid catch-up to advanced economy incomes.
Navigating the next phase of China’s transition will not be easy, but the
policy actions to secure its economic aspirations are firmly within its own
reach. The pace of growth from here is a choice that is ultimately up to China
to determine.
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CHINA’S RAPID GROWTH
PERFORMANCE — SO FAR
China’s economic transition to date has in many respects mimicked the
paths followed earlier by the industrialising countries in Asia, such as
Japan and Korea. Like those countries, China initially focused on boosting
productivity and releasing surplus labour from the agricultural sector,
building an export-focused manufacturing sector based around cheap
wages, and using a repressed financial sector to fund investment in heavy
industry and public infrastructure. There were, however, some variations.
China has provided a range of incentives for foreign direct investment and
joint ventures (often with US companies as part of their production chains),
and its industrial strategy has been to direct credit and other inputs to its
state-owned enterprises (SOEs). In contrast, Japan and Korea relied less
on attracting foreign companies and fostered large export-focused private
conglomerates to execute its official industry policies.4
China’s strategy has proven very successful, with economic growth
having averaged 9½ per cent annually since 1978.5 The levels of per
capita income and of labour productivity relative to the United States (the
country typically taken as the global productivity frontier) have increased
from single digits in 1990 to now both be around one-quarter (Figure 1).6
Even so, with its output and productivity still low compared with global
standards, China has an opportunity to grow rapidly for an extended
period as it converges closer to advanced income levels.
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However, since the global financial crisis, the pace of growth in China has
been slowing markedly. Even looking through the spike in the years
immediately following the crisis, growth has fallen from 10.6 per cent in
2010 to 6.6 per cent in 2018, its slowest pace since 1990 (Figure 2). Data
for 2019 to date indicate that this slowing has continued. Some of this
could be temporary. All economies go through cycles, with periods of
demand softness followed by subsequent strength. Over the past decade,
China’s economy has faced generally weaker growth among its major
trading partners and the recent trade dispute with the United States has
added a new headwind.7 However, while such factors can clearly affect
growth for a period, a range of indicators suggest that a trend slowing in
the pace of China’s growth is now well underway.
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WHY IS CHINA’S PACE OF
GROWTH SLOWING?
The total amount of output produced in an economy is determined by the
number of labour hours worked, the size of the capital stock (machinery,
buildings, roads, ports, etc), the average quality of the productive inputs
such as labour and capital, and the effectiveness with which its inputs are
put together (with the last two components collectively termed ‘total factor
productivity’ or TFP). Sustaining a high pace of growth for an extended
period therefore requires ongoing rapid increases in some combination of
these components. The literature on economic growth shows that
successive increases in the quantity of labour or capital generally lead to
decreasing returns to output unless there is a corresponding increase in
TFP.8 While the various factors that drive increases in the quality of the
production inputs and TFP are hard to pin down, they include better
education, the adoption and adaptation of known technologies,
innovation, better management practices, and the movement of capital
and labour from relatively low to high productivity firms and industries. This
organising framework points to several structural challenges that lie
behind China’s slowdown in growth over the past decade.
1. DETERIORATING DEMOGRAPHICS
After a favourable run, China is now facing very poor demographics, with
a rapidly ageing population. While fertility rates commonly fall as income
levels rise, this has been accelerated in China by the one-child policy that
was introduced in 1980. This is weighing heavily on the size of China’s
labour force; after growing by around three per cent a year in the early
1980s, that pace has subsequently slowed and the labour force has
actually been shrinking since 2016 (Figure 3).9
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These demographics are much more unfavourable than when Japan
(1959) and Korea (1986) were at similar income levels during their
economic transitions, when their labour force was still growing at 2 per
cent a year.
2. HIGH BUT INEFFICIENT LEVELS OF INVESTMENT SPENDING
China has traditionally had a strong focus on expanding its capital stock
as a key source of growth. The investment/GDP ratio has been rising for
decades, but increased to levels beyond those of other regional
economies after the Asian financial crisis in 1997-98 and then rose again
after the global financial crisis in 2008-09. It peaked at an unprecedented
45 per cent of GDP in 2009, before falling back a little, to be around 42
per cent of GDP more recently (Figure 4). As a consequence, the capital
stock per worker is now estimated at one-third of US levels, which is very
high for a country of China’s income level. By comparison, it was one-sixth
and one-quarter when Japan and Korea were at a similar level of per
capita income to China’s today.10

The available data, as well as anecdotal reports of empty apartments and
underutilised infrastructure projects, indicate that the efficiency of this
large investment spend in China has been poor, especially of late. One
crude statistic to assess overall investment efficiency is the incremental
capital-output ratio (ICOR), which measures how much change in the
capital stock is needed to generate a given amount of economic output,
with higher levels a sign of a weaker allocation and utilisation of
investment.11 In China, the ICOR was already running at around 34 before the financial crisis, which was on the high side compared with
Japan and Korea when they were at a similar income levels. Since then
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the ICOR has increased very sharply, indicating a marked deterioration in
the efficiency of China’s investment spending during the past decade
(Figure 5).

This deterioration coincides with the government’s response to the global
financial crisis and the subsequent challenge in reversing the investment
forces unleashed at that time. The large economic stimulus package
announced at end 2008 focused on boosting local government
infrastructure spending, building new housing and expanding industrial
capacity within the SOEs.12 Ramping up investment has been a common
tool used to achieve the Chinese Government’s macroeconomic targets,
including those set for local governments, with a quid pro quo for the SOEs
in terms of cheap access to inputs such as land and finance as well as
protection from competition. While some SOEs are profitable — due to
their monopoly position and access to cheap inputs — many have low or
negative returns.13 The various investment-based stimulus packages
introduced during the past decade have been associated with
deteriorating SOE efficiency, as seen in their declining return on assets
(Figure 6: next page).
Corporate debt levels have also ballooned, reflecting in part the rise in
investment undertaken by the SOEs. The debt of non-financial
corporations increased from almost 100 per cent of GDP in 2007 to
160 per cent in 2016, before falling back to around 150 per cent in 2018.14
This debt burden has generated two further risks for China’s future
growth pace. First, its size and industry concentration raise issues in
terms of the banking sector’s nonperforming loans (NPLs). There are
concerns that the ostensibly low level of banks’ NPLs is being masked by
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underreporting.15 Second, while much of the original funding comes from
the four large state banks, it then travels through a complex chain of
interconnected and opaque lenders and borrowers, often backed by
increasingly short-term funding and with unclear recourse to government
guarantees. A stress event could therefore be difficult to resolve quickly.
3. A MATURE EXPORT SHARE
Since 1978, China has maintained a strong external focus, which has not
only helped ensure competitiveness of its emerging industries but also
boosted demand for its output as investment in its industrial capacity has
increased. As a share of GDP, exports increased from just 6 per cent in
1980 to peak at 36 per cent in 2006, although this has since fallen back to
20 per cent (Figure 7).
Around half of China’s exports are made by global multinational
corporations that use it as the manufacturing part of their supply chain,
with the balance of the exports from SOEs (including steel and other
heavy industry) and from Chinese private companies. Although exports
are now a smaller share of China’s GDP, due to the sheer size of its
economy the dollar-valued level of China’s exports has continued to rise.
As a consequence, China’s share in global merchandise exports now
stands at 13 per cent, compared with just 4 per cent in 2000.16 This
suggests a high degree of saturation in global export markets and hence
limited export opportunities should the industrial base expand further.
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… this increasingly
challenging external
environment suggests that
the pathway to rapid
economic growth is
unlikely to lie in boosting
exports.

Furthermore, as the level of China’s exports has increased, and their
composition moves up the value-added chain, China’s trade and
investment practices are leading to a range of complaints, especially by
the United States. These cover, inter alia, China’s export promotion
activities, intellectual property right protections and access by foreign
sellers to key parts of China’s economy (such as the services sector).
Not all of this pushback reflects China’s current practices and the issues
remain controversial.17 In part, the dispute reflects gaps in the
international architecture, such as the ability of countries to selfdesignate as ‘developing country status’ at the World Trade
Organisation (WTO), which provides a range of access benefits. But
when taken together with China’s large share of world trade, this
increasingly challenging external environment suggests that the
pathway to rapid economic growth is unlikely to lie in boosting exports.
4. FALLING GROWTH IN TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY (TFP)
The pace of growth of China’s TFP has declined, despite still being far
behind the global productivity frontier. Estimates for China’s TFP growth
average between 2-4 percentage points a year since 1978, and most
studies show a similar cyclical pattern, with an acceleration in the pace
of TFP soon after China’s entry into the WTO in 2001 and then a decline
since the global financial crisis following the large increase in its
investment spend (Figure 8, see next page).18 Furthermore, a large
share of the TFP gains to date have been the comparatively easier ones
to achieve, a by-product of the reallocation of surplus labour since the
1980s from the inefficient agriculture sector and SOEs towards the
emerging private (and more productive) sector.19 Most young
agricultural workers have now shifted to urban areas and SOEs
represent a smaller share of the urban labour force (around 15 per
cent), meaning that further labour reallocations are unlikely to produce
significant improvements in TFP growth.
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GROWTH SCENARIOS FOR CHINA
Noting these structural headwinds, the key question is where China’s
growth rate will go from here. Two broad scenarios have emerged in the
literature on this question, which can be broadly labelled as a baseline
growth and reform growth scenario.

THE BASELINE GROWTH SCENARIO
This scenario is a continuation of the slowing growth trend. Empirical
studies demonstrate that after a period of rapid growth, countries
generally show a ‘regression to the mean’, partly because of their
income gaps with advanced economies narrowing.20 In this scenario,
China is forecast to achieve annual growth of only around 3-4 per cent
over the next decade. A variation of this empirical approach focuses on
the ‘middle income trap’, where growth in emerging countries has
tended to flatten out once countries reach a per capita income level
around one-quarter of that in the United States (measured using PPP
exchange rates) — China’s level today.21 If the pace of growth in China
over the coming decade were to continue to slow in line with that seen
in recent years — around ¼ percentage points or so annually — a
straight-line projection would see growth at just 3½ per cent by the year
2030.22 This would be the slowest pace of growth since 1978.
While China’s overall economy would still expand significantly over the
next decade even in this less favourable scenario, such a marked slowing
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in the pace of its economic transition could have wide-reaching effects and
carry heightened risks. It could be destabilising for a government that
sustains its credibility on the ability to deliver a very high pace of output
growth and rapid rise in living standards. An effort by the government to
pre-empt this outcome by doubling down on its traditional growth
approach — with an even heavier reliance on investment to expand its
industrial capacity and infrastructure, efforts to boost exports further, and
increased recourse to ‘temporary’ stimulus plans — would at best delay
rather than prevent the slowing already evident. The stagnation in TFP
would weigh on the growth of real wages and the pace of consumption
growth, and increase the concerns already apparent in the financial
sector. More broadly, the SOEs’ low profitability, rising corporate debt and
growing income inequalities would add to the financial, social and political
risks. The knock-on effects globally would also be unfavourable, and
trading partners would likely push back against any effort by China to
export its way out of slowing internal demand.23
However, it is not inevitable that China’s growth will continue to slow.
While these sorts of projections are based on empirical data from the large
number of countries that became stuck in the middle-income trap, growth
is ultimately driven by the ways individual countries manage their
challenges during successive transition phases in order to achieve their
aspirations. How China measures on that metric requires a deeper look at
its growth and reform opportunities.

THE REFORM GROWTH SCENARIO
When Japan and Korea
were at one-quarter of the
US per capita output
level, they subsequently
continued to grow at an
annual average pace of
around 9 per cent for a
decade.

What then is a sufficiently ambitious yet realistic target for growth in China
over the next decade or so? While the majority of former fast-growing
countries became stuck along their transitions, Japan and Korea along
with a few other smaller Asian economies managed to sustain a fast pace
of growth, pass through the middle-income trap and achieve the high
levels of income they enjoy today. When Japan and Korea were at onequarter of the US per capita output level, they subsequently continued to
grow at an annual average pace of around 9 per cent for a decade.24 On
this basis, economists such as Nicholas Lardy and Justin Lin argue that
annual growth in China could continue at 8 per cent or more, assuming
the right policies are put in place.25
However, there is clearly an issue as to whether the past growth
experiences of these two countries are attainable for China. That
approach assumes that countries have the same access to foreign
knowledge and the appropriate incentives and institutions in place, or at
least can introduce the policies to do so. These are strict assumptions.26
Furthermore, it misses linking the growth projection for the next decade to
China’s current circumstances. The pace of growth in Japan and Korea
was accelerating during the period leading up to the income level at which
China sits today, not declining as it is in China, and the demographics of
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those countries were much more favourable. In fact, given the current fall
in the labour force and the practical constraints to boosting investment
further, TFP in China would need to grow by around 5 per cent annually
to meet the historical growth averages seen earlier in Japan and Korea, a
level China has achieved for only the briefest periods in the past forty
years.
An alternative approach to setting a medium-term target is to examine
each of the components of China’s growth outlined earlier — labour input,
capital and TFP — assuming a degree of policy ambition. Using this
approach, projections within the literature are generally for an average
potential growth rate of between 5 to 6 per cent over the coming decade
(a representative set of studies that forecast China’s growth over the next
decade is summarised in Table 1).27 This would be up to a 2-percentage
point annual increase in growth compared with the baseline scenario. An
examination of the input components suggests the following:
•

Rather than contributing strongly to growth as it has for many
decades, the labour force is forecast to decline by around ¼–½ per
cent annually over the coming decade, which will weigh on the
pace of overall economic growth. While there is potential to slow
this effect somewhat — say through an increase in the retirement
age and the participation rate more broadly — these efforts would
be unlikely to make a large difference to the demographic outlook
over the coming decade, although they could have a more
substantive effect thereafter.

•

The contribution to growth from investment spending is likely to fall
over the coming decade. While investment needs in China are still
high — for example, mechanisation rates in agriculture remain low
and infrastructure in the Western provinces is still generally poor
— given the large inefficiencies highlighted earlier, most studies
assume that the investment share in GDP will need to decline while
also being reallocated across industries. An appropriate eventual
investment/GDP target could be 35 per cent, which would be
around the (high) levels seen in Japan and Korea when they were
at a similar income level. This would reduce the annual contribution
to economic growth from the expansion of the capital stock from
over 4 percentage points today to be a bit over 3 percentage
points.

•

With the projected fall in the contribution to growth from the labour
force and an assumed decline in the contribution from investment,
TFP growth would have to pick up sharply to around 2½-3 per cent
annually for economic growth to average around 5½ per cent a
year over the coming decade. Achieving such an average pace of
TFP growth, and sustaining it over an extended period thereafter,
will require significant policy ambition.

In considering the attainable growth path over the coming decade, the
magnitude and timing of the policy responses required to propel growth
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are difficult to predict. Reform initiatives typically take time to have an
impact, given that they often constitute a sea-change in mindset and
responses by the various players, are varying in quality and then take an
extended period before they deliver growth dividends.28 Consequently,
even an ambitious reform agenda implemented now might make little
meaningful impact on the current slowing pace of growth for the next few
years at least. However, that does not mean such reform is not worth
doing. Over time, setting in place a more efficient investment allocation
and taking steps to lift the pace of TFP growth would provide a solid basis
for boosting real incomes and consumption and expanding the middle
class over decades to come.29 And with China’s growth thus internally
driven in a robust and sustainable manner, financial sector risks and
global tensions are more likely to be contained than under the baseline
projections.

Table 1
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POLICIES TO ACHIEVE THE
REFORM SCENARIO: HAS THE
GOVERNMENT DONE
ENOUGH?
Growth targets are easy to prescribe; the challenge is implementing the
policies that will have sufficient impact to achieve them. The Chinese
Government has announced a range of policies to improve the mediumterm outlook. Its approach has three main components:
•

First, China aims to boost innovation in the high-technology sector.
In 2010, the government announced the Strategic Emerging
Industries (SEI) initiative to promote cutting-edge technology in
areas such as big data, telecommunications, supercomputers,
artificial intelligence, robotics and space technology.30 In May
2015, it announced its ‘Made in China 2025’ strategy to increase
the quality and technology level in eight manufacturing and
services industries.31 The government is also boosting research
and development (R&D) expenditure — primarily to research
institutes and within the SOEs — doubling it over the past decade
to 2 per cent of GDP in 2016, the second highest spend in the
world (after the United States).

•

Second, the government supports a resurgence of the SOEs to
boost their activities in core ‘strategic sectors’ where they already
play an exclusive or dominant role.32

•

Third, the government is trying to shore up its external focus,
negotiating on some of the issues associated with the trade dispute
with the United States while taking steps to expand its export
opportunities, such as through the Belt and Road Initiative.

While there will be some growth dividend from these efforts, there are
reasons to question whether these efforts alone will be sufficient to
offset the slowing pace of growth and depth of the structural problems
that underlie this trend. The growth literature indicates that the key to
sustaining a rapid pace over time is to switch from an investment-driven
approach towards one that emphasises not just innovation — as
currently the focus of the Chinese authorities — but also the adoption
and adaptation of existing and mature technologies, along with
improvements in input efficiency.33 The policies to do so tend to be more
amorphous and the responses less easy to centrally manage, though if
successfully implemented history suggests that the economic returns
are substantial.
The experiences of Japan and Korea indicate the sorts of policy
directions needed to make this transition. In both cases, as they moved
towards and through the level of income that China has today, they
continued their outward-oriented focus and adjusted their policy
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frameworks to improve the quality of inputs by fostering greater
competition and the adaptation of existing technologies (see details in
the Annex). These policies were sufficient to sustain a high pace of TFP
growth, which averaged around 3 per cent a year over a 10-year period
in both countries even as they maintained fairly high investment/GDP
ratios.34 In particular, during this period:
•

Their industry policies became less focused on specific companies
and targeted sectors and more on providing guidance and
facilitation for types of activities (such as R&D spending),
especially in Korea during the 1980s that initially took a more direct
hand in guiding activity;

•

Preferences in terms of access to finance and other inputs to
targeted companies were phased down, with greater reliance on
market mechanisms to allocate financial and other inputs to all
companies;

•

New laws to promote competition between private companies
were introduced, with monopoly rights and protections removed
(especially in Korea) and restrictions on foreign competition
gradually eased in both countries;

•

Throughout their transitions, governments of both countries
encouraged the importation and local adaptation of advanced
capital goods and licensing of foreign technologies, including by
multiple domestic companies to encourage competition and rapid
technological catch up;

•

Internationally competitive consumer-goods companies, combined
with increased wages in Japan, boosted household consumption;

•

The governments actively sought to deepen human capital
development and promote R&D by institutions and private
enterprises, though accelerating the pace of original innovation
took years to achieve.35

These historical experiences suggest four interrelated ways to buttress
China’s prospects for robust growth over the coming decade:
(i) adopting wide-ranging policies to enhance the ability of local
companies to absorb basic mature knowledge from the global
productivity frontier and diffusing such knowledge from the most
efficient local companies throughout the country more generally;
(ii) enabling greater contestability by private companies to operate
alongside the SOEs, with the latter therefore facing greater market
discipline;
(iii) boosting consumption to sustain the level of internal demand as
the investment sector pulls back, and encouraging a dynamic climate
of innovation and adaptation among small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) and other companies to meet changing
consumption needs; and
(iv) taking bold steps to strengthen multilateral institutions and a rulesbased global trading approach to sustain China’s access to global
markets. These policies are elaborated in the next sections.
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POLICY 1: THE BULK OF THE GROWTH IN THE COMING
DECADE IS LIKELY TO COME FROM THE ADAPTATION OF
EXISTING MATURE TECHNOLOGIES RATHER THAN OFFICIAL
EFFORTS TO BOOST CUTTING-EDGE INNOVATION
The Chinese authorities’ current efforts to promote high-tech innovation
may not add much to the overall pace of growth in the coming years.
The authorities have historically had limited success in promoting
creativity centrally. China’s ‘National Medium to Long Term Plan for
Science and Technology Development’ was introduced in 2006 —
which involved subsidies to R&D spending, financial rewards for
patents and efforts to encourage technology transfers — but the
economic returns were reportedly fairly meagre.36 In terms of its recent
‘Made in China 2025’ strategy, it is unclear which companies are
involved, how the goals are to be achieved, the financing sources or the
criteria for funding allocation. Indeed, while there is extensive evidence
that China has a strong capacity to innovate — the internet businesses,
on-line finance, and so on — these innovations have been driven
primarily by private companies with little official support during their
development.
In any event, high-tech innovation that pushes on the global productivity
frontier is not where the bulk of the growth advances for China over the
next decade are likely to lie. It took decades for high-technology
innovation to be a driving force for growth in Japan and Korea. New
frontier advances tend to be risky and slow to show success.
Development of new technologies involves a large degree of trial and
error, and even after proven success their adoption into existing
production processes tends to be slow. Indeed, the slow pace of growth
in frontier knowledge is the main reason why advanced economies
typically grow at a per capita rate of only around 1-2 per cent a year.
In contrast, emerging economies can grow more rapidly than advanced
economies since they can absorb knowledge from abroad that has
already been discovered and proven. China is operating at just onequarter of the (already known) global productivity frontier. By adapting
and diffusing mature technology to best fit China’s local circumstances,
China can catch up with the productivity levels of established firms
abroad, resulting in vast growth opportunities over the coming decade
and beyond. Unlike frontier technology that is typically protected by
patents — and is a source of much of the current trade dispute with the
United States — access to well established global knowledge is not
difficult to acquire: ideas leak, especially once they are mature and
broadly shared within many countries. As a consequence, relying on
mature knowledge transfers to boost the pace of medium-term growth
is an approach that is less vulnerable to access restrictions from
advanced economies, or to the risks inherently involved in developing
frontier innovation.
Multinational corporations have a long history of producing in China,
which in principle can serve as such a source of knowledge transfer.37
However, the experiences of many countries, including Japan and
Korea, indicate that most technology absorption from abroad comes
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through the importation by local firms of embodied technology. This
comes in the form of capital goods, patents and designs that is then
adapted to local conditions, along with tacit contact such as learning by
locals of advanced country management practices. This includes the
diffusion of knowledge that is initially adopted in some local firms —
often in the large urban areas — and then gradually spreads to other
local companies and regions across the country. Much of this is through
small steps that are not high-profile, but which collectively drive
productivity advances and efficiencies, exploiting emerging
opportunities across different industries and geographic locations as
the economy evolves.
Ensuring strong incentives across China for a rapid take-up and
adaptation of mature knowledge requires an appropriate enabling
environment. The growth literature highlights the importance of policies
that promote low barriers to entrepreneurship, efficient judicial systems,
strong corporate governance, bankruptcy laws that can be enforced,
access to finance for start-ups, and transparent interactions with
government.38 While the quality of the policy efforts to date in these
areas is hard to assess let alone to summarise comprehensively, the
evidence generally suggests that China remains underdeveloped on
these aspects.39 The four-fold gap between China’s current productivity
level and that in the United States suggests there is considerable scope
for further advances in these areas. Given this large gap, as well as the
opportunity for all its local companies to learn from the most efficient
frontier firms within China itself, it seems very plausible that this effort
alone could lift the pace of growth by 1-2 percentage points a year over
the medium term.
POLICY 2: SINCE THE SOEs WILL RETAIN A ROLE IN
CHINA’S DEVELOPMENT PATH, REQUIRE GREATER SOE
EFFICIENCY AND OPEN MORE AREAS TO PRIVATE
SECTOR COMPETITION

… While in principle, the
creativity and efficiency of
a company’s operations
should not depend on its
ownership, in practice
public entities the world
over do not face the same
incentives as those that
are privately owned.
China is no different.

China has implemented a range of industry policies to advance
successive stages of its development. In this respect, it is very similar
to many of the Asian economies that also relied on industry policies at
various times to build on their initial comparative advantages.40
However, unlike those economies, China has traditionally relied on its
SOEs rather than private companies to execute its industry policies and
has set aside designated core industries for either an exclusive or
dominant activity for the SOEs.
While in principle, the creativity and efficiency of a company’s
operations should not depend on its ownership, in practice public
entities the world over do not face the same incentives as those that
are privately owned. China is no different, with studies indicating that
innovation and efficiency occurs more in its private firms than in publicly
owned ones.41 There are four interrelated problems with China’s
ongoing reliance on its SOEs: they are not set on a commercial basis
and their losses are a drain on the economy; there is little accountability
over their activities; preferred access to bank loans at low interest rates
leads to excessive investment; and the system encourages political rent
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seeking. More generally, the development of high-tech innovation —
China’s current policy focus — innately involves a large degree of trial
and error, with multiple risks and rewards for those that succeed.
Private entities motivated by profit would more likely be better equipped
for this process than the SOEs.
However, advocating for a significant further downsizing of the SOEs
and their activities is not realistic in the current circumstances. Given
the unique role they have played in China’s development for decades,
there are large vested career and government structures built around
the SOEs, especially at the provincial and local levels. While some
steps have been taken to put them on a more commercial structure, the
presence of the SOEs is unlikely to fade soon.42 However, the path
forward is not to avoid taking firmer steps to address the inefficiencies
of the SOE sector. As highlighted earlier, the return on assets at SOEs
has fallen markedly and many are loss making, suggesting that the
growth dividend from better productivity would be large. The IMF
estimates that lifting SOE productivity towards that already evident in
China’s private companies would add ½ per cent a year to growth (Lam,
et al, 2017). The issue is how best to achieve this return.
Three approaches are commonly discussed. First, greater efforts to
build on the previous reforms to the SOE sector by strengthening
governance. As a condition for SOEs continuing to receive preferential
access to resources (both physical and financial), they should be
accountable to government-set efficiency targets. There is precedent
for such targets. Korea established strict accountability for the chaebol:
if the chaebol failed to meet official export or industrial upgrading
targets, the government could withdraw subsidised credit and import
licenses, impose income tax audits and dismiss CEOs.43
Second, notwithstanding the current positive discrimination provided to
SOEs in accessing resource inputs, private companies could be
allowed to operate and compete in the protected industries. Over time,
SOEs should have to downscale or withdraw if — despite their
advantaged access to resources — they underdeliver on official
efficiency targets (such as return on assets) compared with private
companies. This would not be easy, as the delineation line on relative
performance is unclear given the preferential access to inputs.
However, allowing SOEs and new private players to operate side-byside may be a practical way to promote greater competition and
innovation across all industries while accepting a continuing role for
SOEs, at least for now. In the future, it would be appropriate to enable
competitive neutrality and contestability across all players and
industries.44
Third, private firms need to access critical resource inputs, and access
to finance in particular, so they can compete and grow in areas that fall
both inside and outside the current favoured industries. In advanced
economies, the finance sector plays a critical role within the economy
in vetting ex ante ideas of potential borrowers and imposing ex post
realities on their subsequent profit outcomes. This role becomes even
more important in the context of a rapidly changing economy such as
China’s, which is based on emerging opportunity yet substantial risk. At
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present, however, the financial sector (dominated by four large
government-owned banks) extends the majority of credit to the SOEs,
and under explicit and implicit government guarantee. This provides no
incentive for banks to develop the proper risk management
mechanisms needed to serve this supporting role and to provide an
adequate level of credit to SMEs and other private companies. Over
time, the explicit and implicit subsidies to SOE lending should be
removed, although it will be essential to get the sequencing of reform
right given the current size and opaqueness within the financial sector.
One interim step could be to put a cap on the share of new credit that
can be provided to the SOEs, although there is a range of possible
approaches.45 This may not lead to much change in the current high
share of corporate debt/GDP, but could significantly change the entities
that receive the funding.

Despite the growth in real
household consumption,
which has averaged
around 9 per cent a year
since 1980, consumption
as a share of GDP in
China remains very low
compared with other
Asian economies.

POLICY 3: PROMOTING CONSUMPTION WILL SUSTAIN THE
LEVEL OF OVERALL INTERNAL DEMAND AND BOOST
INCENTIVES FOR LOCAL INNOVATION AND EFFICIENCY ON
THE SUPPLY-SIDE

With the gradual pullback from the high level of investment and
practical limits in boosting exports substantially, household
consumption spending will need to rise in order to sustain the level
of overall internal demand over the next decade.46 Despite the
growth in real household consumption, which has averaged around
9 per cent a year since 1980, consumption as a share of GDP in
China remains very low compared with other Asian economies
(Figure 9).
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While clearly challenging to achieve in the right magnitude and
timing, policies that lift consumption would provide a strong catalyst
for more dynamism and flexibility in the productive sector.47
Expansion of the middle class will produce greater demand for
consumer durables, leisure activities, housing, health, education
and so forth, while the ageing of the population will change the
composition of consumption demand. Further, the production of
consumption services is typically labour intensive, which will be
important as further labour-saving productivity advances are
implemented in the agricultural and manufacturing sectors.
Policies to achieve such a rebalancing need to focus on boosting
household incomes and reducing the very high level of household savings
(over one-third of household disposable income).48 Wages as a share of
GDP fell sharply during the 2000s as income was increasingly
concentrated in the SOEs and corporate sector, although there has been
some reversal since 2011 reflecting a declining labour surplus and rising
real wages.49 Policies to support growth of SMEs, including access to
finance, would help sustain this recovery. Additionally, efforts to
encourage a reduction in precautionary savings could include a
strengthening the social safety net, pensions and education and health
expenditures.
POLICY 4: IT IS IN CHINA’S INTEREST TO ADDRESS THE
CURRENT TRADE DISPUTE AND TO TAKE THE INITIATIVE IN
LONGER-TERM REFORM OF THE GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE TO
ENSURE IT REMAINS FIT-FOR-PURPOSE FOR THE WORLD AS
A WHOLE
The current China–US tit-for-tat, on-again/off-again tariff increases will
decrease economic efficiencies in both countries. However, if the dispute
is contained to its existing scope, it is unlikely to have much effect on
China’s overall growth prospects over the coming decade. Exports to the
United States constitute around 4 per cent of China’s GDP, some are
lightly processed imports from other Asian economies, and there may be
opportunities for trade diversion should there be a marked decline in US
demand. The IMF estimates a permanent 25 per cent tariff on its goods
exports to the United States could lead to a reduction in China’s GDP
growth of around ½ per cent over the longer run.50 An effect of that
magnitude would not be a major constraint on the pace of China’s growth
transition over the coming decade, and hence the size of its economy by
2030, although it could have a more concentrated headwind over the next
year or so.
However, the current frictions risk tapping into a bigger medium-term
challenge for China. They could significantly affect its ability to utilise the
global trading system, cross border financial and knowledge flows and
international education that have been critical to its growth path to date. In
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… if China is perceived
as trying to skirt the
global trading rules and
exploit gaps, it risks
constraining its ability to
focus outwards as part of
its medium-term growth
approach.

principle, a large and growing Chinese economy per se does not negate
a rules-based approach to global trade, nor hinder foreign direct
investment and other financial flows. Nonetheless, as China’s economy
grows and its exports become higher-value add, its trading partners will
inevitably focus more on its trading and investment practices.
Consequently, if China is perceived as trying to skirt the global trading
rules and exploit gaps, it risks constraining its ability to focus outwards as
part of its medium-term growth approach. Left unchecked, that could
escalate tensions with a wider range of countries, reduce the efficiency
gains from open competition, and limit research and education
interactions and exchanges with other countries.
Alternative approaches have only limited potential to offset this effect. One
purpose of China’s Belt and Road Initiative is to set up new infrastructure
and export channels for its construction companies. The initiative is
already prompting concerns in some recipient countries, with questions
about the lack of transparency, high borrowing costs, the reserved role for
Chinese companies and how the initiative interacts with activities of other
regional multilateral institutions.51 Even if these concerns could be
adequately addressed, the annual disbursements by China under this
initiative may not provide much of a boost to its overall growth pace.52
However, for China to continue to reap the benefits of an outward focus
over the medium-term it will need to foster — and be perceived as
fostering — a global system that is fit-for-purpose, both for a growing
China and for the rest of the world. Many of the trading issues currently
being raised, such as providing foreign companies with access to China’s
internal markets and ensuring legal access to foreign intellectual property,
are in China’s long-term interest to implement, especially since it too is
now an innovator. China has already taken steps to address the legislative
basis for some of these issues, although the key will be implementation.53
While China’s efforts are unlikely to fully quell discontent among its trading
partners, they could narrow the access limitations to just the most
advanced and sensitive forms of knowledge rather than to a much wider
set of technologies and interactions.
China could also make other bold moves to set the right tone. It could lead
efforts to support multilateral agreements for liberalising foreign direct
investment flows, modernise the WTO to cover digital and other areas,
and establish resilient dispute settlement arrangements. It could also take
public steps to ensure its SOEs operate on a level playing field abroad
and finalise negotiations to join the WTO’s Agreement on Government
Procurement. These moves would send strong signals and enhance the
long-term resilience of the global trade and investment architecture.
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MANAGING THE NEW
WINNERS AND LOSERS
Implementing policies to enhance the adoption and adaptation of mature
technology and to encourage a vibrant private sector on an efficiency-led
growth path will create an evolving set of winners and losers very different
from that seen to date. This will bring a significant political economy
dimension to the current economic challenges. Growth strategies based
on high rates of government-led investment tend to favour all the players
involved, with the number of beneficiaries only limited by the size of the
investment spend. However, it is politically more difficult to allow economic
activity and returns to be based on personal ability and effort. Contestable
markets favour those best able to read the emerging and disparate signals
and who are successful in their risk-taking endeavours within a climate
characterised by a high degree of disruption.
This leads to an inevitable set of immediate losers within this competition,
which could be quite a change of mindset for many of the current players.
A change in the source of growth toward more private-led technology
adaptation and contestability will cut across a vested interest structure that
allocates economic rents, which will inevitably lead to resistance from the
losers of these reforms. This is likely to include local governments, the
weaker SOEs and maybe banks that currently enjoy government loan
guarantees. More generally, it will put the spotlight on several key issues:
the appropriate role of government at all levels, how to reduce corruption
without impeding the functions of government, and how transparently the
government interacts with the public. All these aspects will be challenging
for the government to manage through the transition.
Furthermore, if personal initiative is to be more at the centre of the growth
strategy, policies will be needed to ensure fair opportunity for households,
including those in the rural areas. If the government were to abolish the
hukou system that restricts access to social benefits for those who migrate
to the urban areas, it would send a powerful message of inclusion. Such
a measure would allow labour to move in line with market signals of its
relative value, while making access to opportunity more portable. Another
move (as discussed earlier) would be to deepen the social safety net to
better handle those that fall between the cracks in a more disruptive,
innovation-led economy. The abolition of the hukou system and other
social safety net reforms will require significant intergovernmental reform
to stabilise revenues for local governments, especially if they are weaned
off financial control over their SOEs.
Finally, this approach means China will need to accept greater variability
in annual growth due to business cycles. As the structure of the economy
and China’s comparative advantage evolves in its transition to higher
incomes, there will be periodic coordination failures during the process of
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innovation and adaptation. An activist approach that continues to use the
assets of the state — especially SOEs and banks directing credit — to
smooth away periodic changes in demand and supply will not send a
strong signal of a transition towards encouraging activity and financing
based solely on sound risk/reward metrics. While this requires public
acceptance of more fluctuations in the annual pace of growth, the
alternative is a slower progression of living standards.

LOOKING AHEAD: IMPLICATIONS
FOR CHINA AND THE REST OF THE
WORLD
A ‘business-as-usual’
approach would likely see
the continuation of the
slowdown given the range
of structural headwinds.

China stands at a fork in the road. While the benefits of its growth path so
far have been substantial, the dividend from this approach is now in clear
decline. The question is which policy path China now takes to underpin its
economic opportunities over the coming period. A ‘business-as-usual’
approach would likely see the continuation of the slowdown given the
range of structural headwinds, probably punctuated by periodic
investment-based stimulus efforts that improve the short-term at the cost
of medium-term growth. While China’s economy would continue to
expand, it would do so with a considerable rise in both internal and
external risks.
By contrast, a reform path that included not just innovation but also wideranging policies to increase the level of technology adaptation and
efficiency would improve capital allocation and TFP. Such an approach
would need to increase the focus on contestability to drive creativity and
initiative. The pursuit of growth through a vibrant private sector that
incorporates mature knowledge from offshore, competes against the
SOEs, adapts to changing consumption needs and sustains a strong
external focus is a well-worn path by other countries that have
successfully moved to higher incomes.
It will not be easy for China to implement policies that take it faster down
that approach, not least since it will involve a clear change in mindset. It
will be especially challenging for central and local officials to pull back and
provide more space for private entrepreneurship. It will require
overcoming vested interests, including the SOEs and local and party
officials that allocate economic rents.
However, while challenging to deliver, the options outlined in this Analysis
are all firmly within China’s grasp and not dependent on the actions of
other countries. Improving incentives and competition to encourage
domestic adaptation and innovation largely requires a reduction in the
current barriers to entry in areas occupied by the SOEs, better protection
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of domestic property rights, more transparency in judicial and government
systems, stronger corporate governance, and better access to finance for
start-ups and other private companies. These are issues that China can
control.
China’s actions will also have significant implications for the rest of the
global economy. A thriving China will see a rising middle class that will
provide more opportunity for markets to efficiently allocate resources with
lower financial risk and be a boost to global demand. China’s rising
productivity and knowledge creation will spread to other countries and in
turn spur more innovation. Such transfers can be mutually beneficial
interactions, serving as the ballast to cooperative relationships and
generating a combined interest in reinforcing the global rules and
strengthening global public goods. This calls for a pragmatic and
constructive approach as the issues evolve. The rest of the world has a
clear stake in China’s economic transition.
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ANNEX: ECONOMIC
PROGRESS IN JAPAN AND
KOREA
Like all the newly industrialising countries in Asia, economic growth was
initially rapid in Japan and Korea, with income per capita reaching onequarter of US levels in 1959 and 1986 respectively. Thereafter, and unlike
many countries, Japan and Korea continued to grow rapidly (though not
without financial and economic challenges), and both countries are now
classified as advanced economies. This Annex outlines policies these
countries implemented during this period of their transition.54 Overall,
government policies moved away from a direct role in promoting specific
industries towards a more facilitating role that promoted innovation and
efficiency, encouraged a high degree of contestability and sustained a
strong external focus. Technological catch-up and absorption, the building
of globally competitive manufacturing brands, and new innovations were
encouraged.
Industry policy and the role of government: Both countries initially followed
industrial policies aimed at building future comparative advantage
endogenously by promoting priority industries. Intervention in Japan was
the most indirect, with some companies resisting these efforts. In Korea,
actions were initially more direct, though that approach faded during the
1980s as the government moved more towards general support for
activities rather than for targeted industries. Many consumer-goods based
companies developed outside the strictures of state guidance.
Role of large private corporates: Large private conglomerates (the
keiretsu and chaebol) were initially supported in both countries. Incentives
included preferential access to credit for capital-intensive export industries
and investment tax incentives. During the 1980s, Korea removed some
subsidies and preferential loans. Its ‘Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade
Act’ of 1981 aimed to promote competition. In Japan, older industries,
such as textiles, coal, shipbuilding and aluminium had to exit as the
economy moved up the value-add chain. More generally efforts were
taken to promote market mechanisms to allocate resources in response
to the gradual increase in complexity in the economy.
Trade and an outward focus: Both countries maintained a strong export
orientation, promoting fierce competitiveness for external sales among
local private companies to drive investment and productivity advances.
Given the size of its internal market, Japan’s export/GDP share was
smaller than Korea’s. Japan and Korea at times protected their internal
markets from foreign competition in critical sectors to build
competitiveness. In the 1960s, Japan opened external trade in a strategic
step-by-step manner; in Korea import restrictions were gradually eased
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during the 1980s. In both, the international competitiveness of their
consumer-goods-focused companies supported local sales.
Import of foreign technology: Both countries adopted advanced capital
goods and licencing payments for foreign technologies to build their
industrial sectors. Licensing of US technology, patent purchases, and
imitation and improvement of foreign inventions was common. In Japan,
identical technology was imported to foster competition between local
private corporations. Foreign direct investment was initially limited in
Japan though liberalised from the 1970s; it was more common in Korea.
Financial system policies: While both countries had repressed financial
systems, in Japan private banks allocated funds fairly efficiently among
growing industries despite the role of directed credits, though there was a
shortage of venture capital. In Korea, the government intervened
extensively in the allocation of investment funds, but the system was
gradually liberalised from the 1980s.
Education systems and R&D: Both governments placed a high priority on
upgrading labour force skills, reinforcing a traditional focus on education.
This helped the labour force absorb foreign technologies and adapt
imported institutions to local conditions. Both countries supported R&D by
public institutions and private enterprises, though in practice original
innovation took many years to develop.
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